SLEEP SHIELDING
PROTECTIVE BEDDING

Microwave Shielding for the Bed

Faraday Canopies are great, but sometimes you need a solution that is more portable, less
hassle, or simply has the look and feel of “normal”. Protective Bedding is the perfect
solution, offering good radiofrequency shielding (more than 90% of cellphone and wi-fi
signals bounce right off) and made with comfy, washable, WEAR cotton fabric which has
Silver coated Copper fibers woven throughout. The ultrafine fibers are so small you cannot
see them with the naked eye, but show up easily under a microscope. Great feel and
without flame retardant. Tested up to 30 washings with almost no loss of performance.

•
•
•
•

White, washable, easy to iron
Attenuation: 29 dB at 900 MHz
Resistivity: 108 Ohm/sq, cannot be grounded
Certificates: Öko-Tex 100 Class 1 (gentle
enough for baby underwear)

Choose from two styles, and two sizes:

DUVET COVER

Turn a Favorite Blanket into a Shield!

Like a giant pillow case, you can put your standard blanket
or comforter inside the Duvet Cover so you can adjust for
summer weight or winter warmth. One side is 130 thread
count, 100% cotton. The other side is the shielding cotton
fabric described above. Either side up. Opening at the foot
has a hook and loop closure for easy access.
Twin Size Duvet Cover: 66” wide x 94” long (Cat. #N360-T) ………………. $289.00
Queen/King Size Duvet Cover: 108” wide x 104” long (Cat. #N360-K) … $499.00

FLAT SHEET
Like a normal flat sheet, with 3 inch hem at the top, but made
entirely from RF shielding cotton fabric.
Twin Size Flat Sheet:
58” wide x 104” long (Cat. #N361-T) … $249.00
Queen/King Size Flat Sheet:
108” wide x 110” long (Cat. #N361-K) … $459.00

BLOCBAG™

Microwave Protection Sleeping Bag

Enjoy a peaceful night’s rest under reduced exposure to
mobile phone signals! BlocBag is a protective sleeping bag
made from comfortable, light weight, microwave reflecting
material… superb Swiss Shield Wear cotton shielding fabric
is used for the body, and Swiss Shield Daylite polyester
mesh fabric for the hood (see page 56 for descriptions and
specifications of these fabrics).
Pretty white fabric feels almost like cotton bed sheet and
folds nicely to the size of a book for complete portability.
Great for home or travel. Tested to provide 22dB
attenuation up to 1.8 GHz, no grounding necessary. Extensive zipper for easy in/out and
ample 96x34 inch space is plenty of room for the average adult. Wash cold (40°C) with
gentle cycle using mild detergent only! Spend the whole night or enjoy a completely new
kind of power nap! 96x34 inches overall, with a 32 x 34 inch "window" at one end.
BlocBag (Cat. #N230) ……………………………… $359.95
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